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ABSTRACT
We report the detection of two new � -ray sources in the Fermi-Large Area Telescope sky (Pass
8) at energies higher than 20 GeV and con�rmed at lower energies, using a source detection tool
based on the Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm. One of these sources, at a Galactic latitude
of about �4�, is a new discovery, while the other was previously reported above 50 GeV in
the 2FHL catalogue. We searched for archival multiwavelength data of possible counterparts
and found interesting candidates. Both objects are radio sources and their Wide-field Infrared
Survey Explorer infrared colours are typical of blazars. While, for the former source, no optical
spectra are available, for the latter, a puzzling optical spectrum corresponding to a white dwarf
star is found in the 6dF data base. We discuss the spectral energy distributions of both sources
and possible interpretations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The entire � -ray sky in the 0.03 to >300 GeV band is continu-
ously observed by the Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) experi-
ment (Atwood et al. 2009) since 2008 August. To date, the Fermi
collaboration has published three catalogues of sources detected
above 100 MeV, the most recent of which (3FGL catalogue; Acero
et al. 2015) is based on the �rst 4 yr of data and two catalogues of
high-energy sources above 10 GeV (1FHL; Ackermann et al. 2013)
and 50 GeV (2FHL; Ackermann et al. 2016), the latter covering a
time interval of 80 months. In addition, some speci�c catalogues for
selected classes of objects such as pulsars (Abdo et al. 2013) and
supernova remnants (Acero et al. 2016) have also been published.
The continuous increase of observational data, in addition to the
improved new data processing and instrumental response functions
(Pass 8), has enriched the quality of the Fermi-LAT � -ray sky and
has raised its capability to detect new sources.

In a series of papers, we successfully applied a tool based
on the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm (Campana
et al. 2008, 2013) to search for photon clusters in the � -ray sky
at Galactic latitudes higher than 25�and to associate them with
known blazars or candidates within an angular distance of 6 arcmin
(Campana et al. 2015; Campana, Massaro & Bernieri 2016a,b,c).
In this paper, we report the detection, with the same MST clus-
tering method, of two new high-energy � -ray sources found while
analysing the Fermi-LAT Pass 8 sky in regions below the previous
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Galactic latitude limit. The new sources were �rst detected apply-
ing the MST analysis at energies higher than 20 GeV and then
con�rmed by similar analysis at lower energies. One of these clus-
ters was found to coincide with the source 2FHL J1944.9�2144
previously detected above 50 GeV (Ackermann et al. 2016), but
never reported at lower energies.

We completed the analysis of these two sources by means of the
Fermi Science Tools1, based on the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
method, to obtain count maps, light curves (LC) and Test Statistics
(TS) values. As a �nal step, we searched in data archives and in the
literature for possible counterparts at lower energies, from the radio
to the soft X rays, and discussed their properties to con�rm their
possible blazar nature, as well as some open issues for one of them.

2 MST DETECTION OF � -RAY CLUSTERS

MST is a topometric cluster-�nding algorithm that exploits the
pattern of �connectedness� of the detected photons, treated as the
nodes in a graph, where the edges are the angular distances con-
necting them. The advantage of MST is the capability to quickly
�nd potential � -ray sources by examining only the incoming di-
rections of the photons, regardless of their energy distribution. In
the speci�c application of MST to the � -ray sky, we de�ned (and
successfully tested on simulated and real �elds) various selection
parameters, useful to assess the signi�cance of the detected clusters
and therefore their possible nature as genuine astrophysical sources

1 http://fermi.gsfc.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software
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Table 1. Coordinates and main properties of MST clusters detected at energies higher than 20 GeV in the �rst considered region. The �rst pair of columns
gives the J2000 coordinates of the MST clusters, while the second pair the Galactic coordinates. The other columns give the number of photons, the clustering
factor, the magnitude, the median and the maximum radii (i.e. the radii from the cluster centroid coordinates that contain 50 per cent and all the cluster photons,
respectively) and the angular separation from the 3FGL source. The last two rows report the cluster parameters detected in a narrower �eld but with E > 10
GeV and E > 3 GeV (see the text for details).

MST cluster RA Dec. l b n g M Rm Rmax �� Notes
J2000 J2000 (�) (�) (�) (�) (arcmin)

MST 0747�3313 116.8212 �33.1776 248.4199 �4.0029 7 6.612 46.284 0.027 0.076 0.6 3FGL J0747.2�3311
MST 0757�3728 119.3012 �37.4768 253.1631 �4.4466 14 2.483 34.759 0.181 0.385
MST 0954�5741 136.2318 �57.6689 276.1837 �7.0924 13 3.683 47.880 0.089 0.224 3.9 3FGL J0904.8�5734
MST 0757�3728 119.2832 �37.4920 253.1687 �4.4668 22 3.180 69.950 0.084 0.342
MST 0757�3728 119.2893 �37.5216 253.1967 �4.4779 22 2.686 59.081 0.061 0.136

(Campana et al. 2008; Massaro et al. 2009; Campana et al. 2013).
In particular, we found that the cluster magnitude M is a very good
indicator of the detection signi�cance; it is de�ned as M = ng,
where n is the number of photons in a cluster and g is the clus-
tering degree, i.e. the ratio of the mean edge length in the cluster
to the mean value �m in the �eld. As shown by Campana et al.
(2013), in regions with a Galactic latitude high enough to have a
rather uniform and not very dense background, M values higher than
20 correspond to signi�cance values close to and generally higher
than four standard deviations. The centroid coordinates, obtained
by computing a weighted mean of the photons� coordinates (see,
for details, Campana et al. 2013), give an indication if a cluster is
compatible with a � -ray source.

Once detected with the MST algorithm, the clusters can be further
analysed with other well-recognized statistical methods, such as
the ML (Mattox et al. 1996), in order to obtain an independent
evaluation of their statistical signi�cance and to study the time and
energy properties of the corresponding source. In this sense, the
MST method has been already applied to obtain lists of seed clusters
for the 1FGL and 2FGL Fermi-LAT catalogues (Abdo et al. 2010;
Nolan et al. 2012).

In this work, we have considered all the data collected in 7 yr
by Fermi-LAT, from 2008 August 04 to 2015 August 04, both in a
region close to the Galactic equator not distant from the very bright
Vela pulsar and in two intermediate Galactic latitude belts (14� <
|b| < 26�). Pass 8 data were �ltered using the standard LAT Science
Tools routines gtselect and gtmktime with standard cuts on
the zenith angle and on the rocking angle to limit contamination
from the bright Earth limb.

3 NEW MST PHOTON CLUSTERS

As mentioned before, in our previous works, we limited our anal-
ysis of the � -ray sky at Galactic latitudes |b| > 25� to avoid large
background inhomogeneities. In a subsequent study, we started to
extend MST cluster search to regions closer to the Galactic belt,
but considering higher selection thresholds to reduce the number
of fake detections. Two interesting clusters were found in these
searches and their main properties are described in the following.

3.1 The cluster MST 0757�3728

We analysed a 38� × 4� region bounded by the Galactic coordi-
nates 242� < l < 280�, �12� < b < �4� in the 20�300 GeV en-
ergy range. Adopting a severe selection length �cut = 0.6 �m (see
Campana et al. 2008, 2013, for details) and applying the further
threshold M � 25, we found only three clusters whose coordinates
and MST parameters are given in Table 1. The coordinates of two

clusters are very close to those of 3FGL sources within a few ar-
cminutes, while the third one, MST 0757�3728, has been never
reported before. A re�ned search for this last source in a narrower
strip (�7.�5 < b < �3.�5) at energies higher than 10 GeV gave
a much more signi�cant detection (see Table 1) with only slight
changes of the centroid coordinates but compatible with the previ-
ous ones. A further analysis at E > 3 GeV gave a cluster with 22
photons but again with a highly signi�cant magnitude (last line in
Table 1) con�rming the robustness of the detection.

False colour images of the photon density are given in the two
upper panels of Fig. 1: note how for E > 10 GeV (right-hand panel),
the photon cluster is readily apparent and its size is very similar to
those of 3FGL sources, while for E > 3 GeV (left-hand panel),
it is still detectable but the local background is much higher. No
correspondence for this cluster was found in the 2nd LAT Pulsar
Catalogue (Abdo et al. 2013) and in the LAT Supernova Remnants
Catalogue (Acero et al. 2016).

3.2 The cluster MST 1945�2143

MST analysis was also applied to events in the 10�300 GeV en-
ergy range in two belts with Galactic coordinates in the range
14� < |b| < 26� and applying, as in the previous case, the thresh-
old M � 25. Of the 294 resulting clusters, 231 are in the 3FGL
catalogue. Furthermore, after a more robust �ltering with g > 3.5
in order to reduce the possibility of selecting extended features, the
number of new clusters decreased to 23. The one with the highest
M among them (centroid coordinates RA = 296.�2141 and Dec. =
�21.�7190; l = 18.�5665; b = �21.�0826) has 20 photons and M =
161.6, much higher than in the other cases and typical of safely con-
�rmed � -ray sources. We found that a source at a very close position
(1.9 arcmin from the cluster centroid coordinates) was already re-
ported in the more recent 2FHL catalogue as 2FHL J1944.9�2144,
but no analysis on its possible counterparts was presented.

We performed a re�ned MST analysis in a small sky region
8� × 8� wide at different energies and dividing the entire data set
into three equal time intervals, each of length 28 months. The results
using the two lower energy thresholds E > 3 GeV and E > 10 GeV
are reported in Table 2 and clearly show that the source was brighter
in the last interval (III). During interval I, the source is well detected
at E > 3 GeV, while using the E > 10 GeV data, the cluster has a
lower signi�cance. In interval II, the cluster signi�cance was at the
same level of background �uctuations for both values of the lower
energy thresholds. There is no doubt that it should also be highly
variable and not detectable in the observation periods covered by
other Fermi-LAT catalogues.

Photon density maps are given in the lower panels of Fig. 1: note
that for E > 10 GeV (right-hand panel), the photon cluster is very
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Figure 1. Upper panels: false colour count images in equatorial coordinates at energies higher than 3 (left) and 10 GeV (right) of the sky region centred at
the cluster MST 0757�3728. Lower panels: the same for the sky region centred at the cluster 2FHL J1944.9�2144. For all the count maps, the radius of the
considered circular region is 5�. White cross and green square symbols indicate the positions of 3FGL and 2FHL sources, respectively, while the white circles
correspond to the MST cluster centroid coordinates.

well apparent and that for E > 3 GeV (left-hand panel), it remains
still detectable despite a higher local background.

4 ML ANALYSIS AND LC

We veri�ed the signi�cance of both these clusters by means of
the standard ML analysis on the entire data set using the Science
Tools package. We used the gtselect tool to apply the cuts
suggested by the Fermi-LAT collaboration for point-like sources2

to minimize the impact of the systematics and the contamination
from non-photon events. The Region of Interest (ROI), with a radius
of 10�, was centred at the MST cluster centroid coordinates and the

2 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats.html

photons were extracted with energies higher than 3 GeV applying
the P8SOURCE_V6 event class selection and the corresponding
Instrument Response Functions. In the analysis, we considered all
the 3FGL sources within the ROI from the cluster centroid, as well
as the Galactic and extragalactic diffuse emission. Furthermore, a
source with a power-law spectral distribution was assumed at the
MST coordinates. The normalization of the 3FGL sources with TS
> 25 within the ROI was allowed to vary in the �tting, while the
parameters of the sources with TS < 25 were �xed to their catalogue
values. The results are reported in Table 3.

In addition, we performed a simple photometry following the
standard Fermi-LAT Aperture Photometry procedure3 in order to

3 http://fermi.gsfc.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/aperture_photometry.html
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